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Penetrates and Replaces
Your Wood’s Natural Oils

Renews with the Natural 
Power of Orange Oil

Leaves a Fresh Orange Scent 

ORANGE OIL POLISH
Parker and Bailey products originated when Mr. Bailey, a 
respected furniture maker joined forces with Mr. Parker, a 
manufacturer of fine waxes and polishes. A small container of 
Parker’s Perfect Polish was included with each furniture sale. 
Customers kept returning for more, which gave Parker the idea 
to join forces and package the products for everyone. So in 
1879, Parker and Bailey began producing fine furniture care 
products in Maine. These basic, traditional formulas, tried and 
tested for over a hundred years, have a dedicated following 
among furniture restorers and antique experts alike. 

Use Parker and Bailey’s Orange Oil Polish to dust and polish 
furniture and woodwork throughout the home. It instantly turns 
your dust cloth into a powerful dust magnet leaving surfaces 
with a brilliant luster. The rich moisturizing oils help protect 
wood surfaces from sun fading, drying, and cracking while the 
natural power of orange oil gently lifts dirt and grime. Parker and 
Bailey use only the finest quality natural oils. This special 
orange oil blend provides first aid to older furniture surfaces 
by replacing lost oils in places where the finish may be worn. 
Generously apply to natural woodwork around windows to help 
prevent heat and sun damage. 

DIRECTIONS: Remove seal under cap before use. Pour 
Orange Oil Polish onto a clean dry cloth and apply to surface. 
Not suitable for French polished surfaces. 
CAUTION: If medical advice is needed, have product 
container or label at hand. Keep out of reach of children. 
Avoid release to the environment. Dispose of contents and 
container in accordance with all local, regional, national 
and international regulations. In case of eye contact, rinse 
thoroughly with water. 
Safety data sheet available for professional user on request.
CONTAINS: Orange, sweet, extract. Harmful to aquatic life 
with long lasting effects. Contains Orange, sweet, extract. 
May produce an allergic reaction.

��Imported By: 
Lakeland LA23 IBQ
Tel: 01539488100
www.lakeland.co.uk
24168
www.parkerbailey.com
Made in U.S.A.

473 mL (16 Fl oz. 1 Pt)
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